The NLRB decision came down today. We are sad to announce that we lost. The judge put it this way, "On these findings of fact and conclusions of law and on the entire record, I issue the following recommended... The complaint is dismissed."

The NLRB is reviewing the decision and will decide whether to file an appeal by Friday. We will make the decision available to you after our own review.

We always knew there was the chance we could lose. Even if we had won the decision we would still have to work for a negotiated settlement. That remains our goal. We will continue our activities in front of advertisers and the live shots. It is more important than ever. Please join the fight to protect your wages and benefits. It will take the efforts of all our members at KTTV/KCOP to turn this around.

Don’t give up and don’t give in. Keep checking the website for updates.

The Negotiating Committee wants to remind you the bulletins are the official source of information during these negotiations. Information from any other sources should be considered rumor or hearsay.

NABET CWA KTTV/KCOP Engineering Negotiating Committee

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT NABET-CWA LOCAL 53’S WEBSITE AT:

http://www.nabet53.org

or

The Local 53 Hotline At: (818) 841-5353
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